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Who is the Bodhisattva Who
Contemplates with Ease?
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Everyone May Contemplate With Ease

ݑ៍͵ࢰඳᖠĊĶ៍ҋдඳᖠҖஎਠࡶگᘲ

Homage to the Bodhisattva Who Contemplates with
Ease (Guanshiyin or Avalokiteshvara)! When Bodhisattva
Avalokiteshvara was practicing the profound prajna
paramita, he illuminated the five skandhas and saw that
they are all empty, and he crossed beyond all suffering and
difficulty.

ᄘкॡĂ֍̣ᛃ࠰۩Ă͂ࡴ̷˘ޘĄķ
վ֚ਢݺଚ݄֚מఄၲࡨऱԫ֚Δπݎऄᓊ
ဎᆖρբᆖڇ៖ਈԲᝑႽየΔբᆖԱΖվ֚
ڇຍଡ݄ఄၲࡨऱຍԫ֚Δڇݺπ֨ᆖρՂ
༼ࠐנ༓ᝑԫᝑΔຍ༓ਢչᏖࡋΛ༉ᝑᨠ
ଃဆ៳Ζᨠଃဆ៳ᢞۘႽຏΔ৻Ꮦᑌ
ᢞۘႽຏࡋΛה༉౨ψ֘ፊፊ۞ࢤΔࢤګ
ྤՂሐΖωڂה౨֘ፊፊ۞ࢤΔࢬהאթ۞
ڇΔթࠩຍᨠ۞ڇΖ
ࢬᘯ۞ڇ༉ਢԫጟྤԳΕྤݺΕྤฒسΕ
ྤኂृऱቼΖ߷Ꮦᎅ۞ڇΔڇչᏖֱچΛڇ
չᏖֱچլ۞ڇΛڇᆣԳऱۯچՂ༉ਢ۞ڇΔ
ڇՅ֛ऱۯچՂ༉լ۞ڇΖչᏖڇᆣԳऱچ
ۯՂ༉ᄎ۞ڇΛڂᆣԳਢྤԳઌΕྤݺઌΕ
ྤฒسઌΕྤኂृઌΔࢬהא౨ࠩ۞ڇΖՅ
֛չᏖڇ۞ڶΛڂՅ֛ԾڶԳઌΕԾڶ
ݺઌΕԾڶฒسઌΔኂृઌ߷ޓլ༼شԱΖᖂ
۵ऄऱԳᖂࠐᖂװΔՈਢڶԳઌΔՈਢݺڶ
ઌΔՈਢڶฒسઌΔՈਢڶኂृઌΖڂຍ
ઌլ౨़Δࢬึࡨאլࠩ۞ڇΙ܃უ۞
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Today is the beginning of our winter meditation session. We just
finished with the lectures on the Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower
Sutra last Tuesday and since today is the start of our meditation
session, I will explain a few lines of the Heart Sutra. These are
lines about the Bodhisattva Who Contemplates with Ease.
Bodhisattva Guanshiyin certified to the perfect penetration
of the ear faculty. How does one certify to the perfect
penetration of the ear faculty? By “reversing the direction of the
hearing to listen to our inherent nature so that we realize the
unsurpassed Way.” Since he was able to reverse the direction
of his hearing and listen to his inherent nature, he was at ease
and contemplated so.
A sense of ease is a state of being whereby there is no concept
of a self, others, living beings, or life spans. Is there one particular
place where one feels a sense of ease? Is there one particular place
where one feels ill at ease? One who has reached the position
of sages is at ease while one in the role of an ordinary person is
ill at ease. Sages are at ease because they are without any mark

ڇΔԫࡳൿԿ֨ΔॺઌΖࢬᘯൿԿ֨Δψመ
֨װլױωΔչᏖլױࡋΛբᆖመװԱΖ
መװ༉መװԱΔࢬאመ֨װլױΖψ֨ڇլ
ױωΔչᏖլױࡋΛᎅݺڇ༉ڇຍࠝ
ࡋΜױਢ܃ڇᎅຍଡਢڇΔຍଡԾመװԱΖ
ຍଡڇլڇژΔڇՈਢဠڐऱΖψ֨ࠐآլ
ױωΔ৻Ꮦᎅ֨ࠐآլױΛᝫࠐڶቪΜ
܃ࠐڶუ،იչᏖΛࢬאຍԿ֨ԱլױΖ
܃౨Կ֨լױΔ़ઌΔ༉ਢᨠ۞ڇဆ
៳ΖݺଚؚڇԮչᏖࡋΛ༉ਢᨠ۞ڇ
ܴΜԳԳຟᨠ۞ڇΔᎅᨠଃဆ៳ਢᨠ۞ڇဆ
៳Δ߷ਢڇπ֨ᆖρՂᎅऱΔլਢऱΜ܃ᓴ۞ڇ
ԱΔᓴ༉ਢᨠ۞ڇΙ܃ᓴլ۞ڇΔᓴ༉լਢᨠ۞
ڇΜຍᨠ۞ڇဆ៳ΔڶԫࡳऱټΖࢬᘯԫ֊ฒ
سຟਢᨠ۞ڇΔݺଚڇၲࡨ݄Δ༉ਢᨠԫᨠ
ڇ۞܃լ۞ڇΛ܃ૉ۞ڇԱΔ߷܃༉౨ᅃߠնᤖ
ઃ़ΔՈ༉ਢ۩ૉंᢅ፫ԱΜ۩ૉंᢅ
፫Δթ౨ᅃߠնᤖઃ़Ι܃ᅃߠնᤖઃ़Δຍթ
ਢ۩ૉंᢅ፫Ζ܃౨ຍᑌԱΔթ౨৫ԫ֊
ે֕Δԫ֊ેຟԱԱΔࢬאࠩ۞ڇԱΖ

Ҁ Ҁ၀၀៌Ҋг
߷Ꮦլ܀ᨠଃဆ៳ࡉݺଚਢԫଡΔԼֱ壆۵Ε
Լֱဆ៳ࡉݺଚຟਢԫଡऱΖլመΔဆ៳ࡉݺଚ
ਢԫଡΔױਢݺଚࡋΔࡉڶဆ៳ԫଡΜຍଡᇩ
৻ᏖᎅΛຍՈ༉ړቝ߷ଡᒡΔڇπऄဎᆖρՂ

of a self, others, living beings, or life spans. Ordinary people are ill
at ease because they have the marks of a self, others, living beings,
and life spans. Buddhists may study the Dharma for a long time
and yet still have traces of the idea of a self, others, living beings,
and life spans. One can never be at ease without having emptied
these four marks.
Anyone who wishes to be at ease must eliminate the three frames
of mind and let go of the four marks. What is meant by eliminating
the three frames of mind? It means that the mind of the past cannot
be got at since what is in the past is already in the past. The mind
of the present cannot be got at. You say, “I’m here and this is the
present, is it not?” Hah! But the present – if you say this is the present,
this has already gone past. The present does not stay. The present is
empty and false. The future mind cannot be got at. Why do I say
the future mind cannot be got at? Because it has not come yet! If
it has not come yet, what are you doing thinking of it? Thus, the
three frames of mind completely cannot be got at.
If you can do without the three frames of mind and can empty
the four marks, you are the Bodhisattva Who Contemplates with
Ease. The reason that we are holding this meditation session is to
contemplate with ease! Everyone must contemplate with ease. Do
not say – “It says so in the Heart Sutra, the Bodhisattva Guanshiyin
is the Bodhisattva Who Contemplates with Ease.” No! Whoever
contemplates with ease is this Bodhisattva; whoever is ill at ease is
not this Bodhisattva! There is no fixed name for the Bodhisattva
Who Contemplates with Ease. All beings are Avalokiteshvara or
Guanshiyin. As we begin our meditation, we contemplate and see
whether we are at ease. If so, we will see that the five skandhas are all
empty, which is to practice the profound prajna paramita. Do that,
and we will get beyond all suffering and difficulty. Liberated from
all suffering, we will reach ease.

܃ଚಖڶԫଡᒡΔ߷ଡᒡΔהऱ׀ᘣॺൄ
ڶᙒΔ܀ਢהၒࠩ؆ᢰװԱΔ۞ނաऱ׀ᘣݱ

Be Down-to-Earth and Comtemplate With Ease

ԱΔࢬאឈྥ׀הᘣބထהΔהՈլवሐຍଡՕ

Not only is Avalokiteshvara one with us, all Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
throughout the ten directions are one with us too. The Bodhisattva
may be one with us, but we are not yet one with the Bodhisattva.
The explanation is similar to that of the parable of the poor son in
the Lotus Sutra. The son forgot about his father and how rich the
man was when he ran away. After too long a time and too distant
of a travel, the son did not recognize his father when they met
again. People usually want to leave upside-down dream thinking
far behind whereas he wanted to leave his parents far behind and
become a beggar abroad. The fact that we cannot become one with
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas is the same: we ran away and no
longer recognize our father and mother. Since we are of the same
family as the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, it is said that all beings

༄९ृ༉ਢ׀הᘣΖչᏖΛڂהᠦ׀הᘣ֜
ՆΔၒ֜ԱΖԳ୮ᠦᣌଙኄუΔה
ᠦئ׀Δࠩ؆ഏװԫଡՉଇऱԳΖݺଚլ౨ࡉ
۵ဆ៳ٽԲԫΔՈ༉ړቝຍଡሐԫᑌѧѧݺ
ଚၒࠩ؆ᢰլᎁᢝ׀ᘣΕئᘣԱΜڂݺଚࡉ۵
ဆ៳ຟਢԫ୮ԳࠐထΔࢬאթᎅԫ֊ฒسઃڶ۵
ࢤΔઃ܂۵Ζ߷Ꮦݺଚڇၒࠩ؆ᢰװᒡ
Δ۞ނաڶءऱ୮Ո༉ݱԱΔ۞ނաऱئ׀Ո
ຟլಖԱΖ
ݺଚऱऄߪئ׀༉ਢԼֱ壆۵ဆ៳Δݺଚ
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݄ڇչᏖࡋΛ༉ਢუે௧ྤᢰڃᙰਢࡾΔ
ڃመᙰࠐΔބထݺଚ߷ଡऄߪऱئ׀Δࢬאթ
مګຍଡԼԶ֚ऱ݄ఄΖױਢຍଡ݄ఄڇ
ֱ۫Գء༉ਢߠࢬߠآΔፊࢬآፊΔࢬᘯ༓Տ
ࠐڣΔ༉ڶຍᑌऱᎁటଥ۩Δ۔۔ኔኔऱ
ᨠ۞ڇဆ៳Μ

̘ َ֘ࡳ៌Ҋг
܃ਢڇຍԼԶ֚ऱཚၴΔլࢢຍጟऱ߬ે
ѧѧڰඣൕԿរᤪ༉ದߪΔඡၴࠩԼԲរᤪթٖ
ஒΔޢԫ݄֚פشԲԼԫଡᤪᙰΖ֚ػඡၴ٥
ԲԼଡᤪᙰΔݺଚشԱԲԼԫଡᤪᙰ݄Δխ
ၴ༉ໍԿଡᤪᙰΔאױᙟঁٖஒΖ
ڇվޓڣଖᦟݺऱԫٙࠃΔ༉ਢຍ༓ۯ
ભഏऱֺΕֺ؍Δຟ࿇֨ൄ݄լॎΔൄൄڇ
ഘ㠪ࠐפشଥ۩Δ༉ਢඡၴԿଡᤪᙰጕᤚऱழ
ၴΔՈլࢪࠩڃ㠪ᙰװጕᤚΔᝫਢڇഘ㠪פش
ؚ݄ΖڇመݺװؚףԮऱழଢΔޢԫ։ᤪݺ
Ոਢլ़࣋መװΖࢬڇאଉཽΔ߷ۯৰ९ᣒऱ
९۔ѧѧࣔᨠࡉࡸΔהኙ܃ଚᝑΔᎅਢڇהࡉݺ
ԫದΔ݄ԱԮԮԼ֚ΖࠡኔլਢԮԮԼ
֚Δݺಖ߷ਢԼଡԮΔԮԼ֚Ζ߷Ꮦהਢଡ
۔ଥ۩Δݺਢଡ۔լଥ۩Δ߷Ꮦݺຍଡ۔լଥ۩
ࡉຍଡ۔ଥ۩Δ༉ࠐψ݄ωԫଡֺΔױਢ۔լ
ଥ۩ࡉຍଡ۔ଥ۩ԫֺΔՈਢԫᑌऱΔڶ
הᖏඓԱΖࢬהאኙ܃ଚᎅࡉ֚ػݺඡၴ݄ԱԮ
ԮԼ֚ΔݱݺࠐءԱΔ༉ᎅຍਢऱΖױਢ
መԱԫଡழଢΔݺԫუΔਢڶຍᏖࠃڃΜࢬݺא
ԾᎅਢటऱΖ߷Ꮦ࣠ଥ༉ᎅΚψຍଡྤࡳڶऄΔ
୍ΔݺػࣔڇԱΜω܃ػࣔڇਢଡֻؼΔ
߷Ꮦփ୲టኔऱრ৸܃ૉࣔػΔ߷թటਢᨠ۞
Fৱᥛ
ڇဆ៳ԱΖ
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have the Buddha nature and can become Buddhas. However, we
have run away and become poor children who have forgotten their
homes and parents.
The parents to our Dharma body consist of all the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas throughout the ten directions. The reason that we sit
in meditation is because we wish to turn around and reach the shore
of the boundless sea of suffering. We must turn our heads and find
the parents to our Dharma body. This is why we set up this 98-day
meditation session, which is unprecedented and unheard of in the
West. For several millennia now there has not been this kind of
serious cultivation and down-to-earth wish to be the Bodhisattva
Who Contemplates With Ease.

! Undaunted by Difficulty, Contemplate With Ease
If, for these 98 days, you can remain undaunted by the difficulty of
rising at 3 a.m. and resting at midnight, you would be meditating
for 21 hours a day. We use 21 out of 24 hours of the day to meditate.
We can rest as we please during the remaining three hours.
One thing I am especially happy about this year is that several
American Bhikshus and Bhikshunis promised themselves to sleep
sitting up, working hard at their cultivation in the meditation hall.
They do not go back to their bedrooms to sleep even during those
three hours designated for sleep at night. They continue to work
hard at their meditation in the Chan hall. When I meditated during
a session before, I never let one minute go by in vain. That is why
that elder with the long beard, Master Ming Guan of Hong Kong,
told you that I meditated with him for 49 days. Actually it was not
49 days, but 70 days or ten weeks of meditation as I recall. He is an
old cultivator while I am a never-cultivating cultivator. So the old
cultivator and the never-cultivating cultivator sat and competed. The
never-cultivating cultivator was not defeated in the competition. So
when he told you that he and I sat for 49 days, day and night, I said it
was untrue because I had forgotten. But after a while I thought, there
was such a thing! So I then said it was true. Guo Xiu then said, “Oh,
now I understand, there is no fixed Dharma!” That understanding is
merely superficial. Once you understand what it really means, you
really would be the Bodhisattva Who Contemplates With Ease.
FTo be continued

